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America’s economic future increasingly will depend upon its
ability to remain the world leader in bringing new technologies to the marketplace.
Our region’s prospects will depend upon our ability to compete in an economy based
on innovation. As in many other areas of life, West Virginia trails more prosperous states
in the rate of commercialization of innovative ideas, in patent generation, in start-up
funding and in venture capital. The Pittsburgh region, also served by the Benedum
Foundation, is ahead of West Virginia on such measures. Both lag behind the remarkable
successes of Boston, Silicon Valley, Austin, and the Research Triangle in North Carolina.
A number of disparate factors determine a region’s relative success at commercialization
of new technologies, and many are discussed in the following story.
One critical factor in commercializing innovation is the least tangible and most
difficult to measure — what might best be called entrepreneurial attitude or spirit.

Places throughout the world that are most
successful at tech-based economic development
have in common one asset: an entrepreneurial
population willing to take risks, to be nimble,
and to manage collaboratively. They view failure not as defeat,
but instead as a learning platform from which to launch the next entrepreneurial venture.
In the late 1800s, Pittsburgh was arguably the entrepreneurial center of the world.
People such as Carnegie, Frick, Hunt, Westinghouse, the Mellons, and others seized the
latest technology, amassed the necessary capital, and acted boldly and decisively when
opportunity appeared. One of those visionaries was Michael Benedum, who moved from
West Virginia to Pittsburgh in 1907. By about 1910, however, the industries and corporations that would define Pittsburgh for the next 75 years were in place. The entrepreneurs
hired managers to run their enterprises. Instead of creating new businesses and industries,
the goal shifted to maintaining market share in a world increasingly dominated by the
U.S. economy.
What might be called an industrial culture developed. Neither management nor
employees had need or reason to strike out in new directions or start new businesses.
The status quo worked. This is not to say that large corporations were not innovative.



Many of them generated important discoveries and were leaders not only in research but,
just as important, in engineering. But the mission of those researchers and engineers was
to benefit the corporation with which they often spent their entire careers, not to strike
out on their own.
Pittsburgh has reinvented itself since the major dislocations to its economy in the last
25 years, especially around health sciences and higher education. But the lingering legacy
of the industrial age — conservatism and aversion to risk — continues to keep the region
from attaining its full potential in tech-based economic development. A similar pattern
may be seen in West Virginia. During the twentieth century, its economy was dominated
by mining and manufacturing, industries that rewarded stability more than creativity


or innovation.
Perhaps as a consequence of this industrial mentality, venture investors from West
Virginia and Southwestern Pennsylvania have sought opportunities elsewhere. There are
practical reasons that venture investment has been concentrated in other regions, and we
are learning from them. We continue to build the tangible components of a tech-based
economy here. But if we can recapture the entrepreneurial spirit that first put the region on
the map, we will enormously advance the task of growing and retaining innovative start-ups.

We have made progress. Pittsburgh recently was ranked second

among major cities in the rate of growth of venture capital. West Virginia has built a position
of strength in biometrics and forensic technologies. These and other examples ultimately
are measuring points of the progress of this region against others here and abroad. In reading
the following story about the state of tech-based economic development in West Virginia,

I invite readers to keep in mind that a critical
intangible — entrepreneurial spirit — is the one
essential ingredient to progress that doesn’t
depend on financial investment, but instead on
a change of mind and heart that can open doors
to progress at every stage of development.
William P. Getty, President

“America must never compete in the battle 
to see who can pay their workers least, 
and it will take sustained innovation to 
ensure that we don’t have to.”
— Testimony of Bruce Mehlman, Assistant Secretary of Commerce for Technology Policy, 
U.S. Department of Commerce, before the House of Representatives Committee on Small Business, 
June 18, 2003, as quoted in Lester 2004
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The green hills curving along I-79 in Fairmont, West Virginia,
cloak assets that have made the fortunes of West Virginia: coal mines. The I-79
Technology Park, which crowns 600 acres overlooking the highway here, builds
on new assets, equally invisible. They are the technological breakthroughs that
will drive the state’s fortunes in the twenty-first century.
Innovation — that fabled American ability to create new products and processes
— accounts for half of the country’s gross domestic product, according to the
Council on Competitiveness. Cultivating West Virginia’s ability to exploit technology and generate growth, then, is a key to its economic progress. Patient effort
to fuse education, high-level research, and new business development can translate those intangible qualities into solid economic gains for West Virginians.
As the world seeks smarter energy solutions, the state’s twentieth-century
powerhouse industries, such as coal and chemicals, have global opportunities
to innovate. At the same time, infant industries have emerged from lab discoveries in biometrics and nanoscience. Attracting corporate researchers and scholars
to new science initiatives, acquiring funds for research, and transferring dis
coveries into wealth-building companies are goals that state policy leaders have
addressed over the past decade. As West Virginia joins the breakneck national
race to capture and nurture new industries, what milestones has it passed?
What are the obstacles ahead?





F

acing a window overlooking the tranquil

Hodge’s decision to locate in Morgantown was no

Monongahela River, Barry Hodge intro-

sentimental journey home. It was a cool-headed bet

duces three sleek, humming machines that

on West Virginia as a source of talent and support.

silently scan human faces — in person, on

Over the past decade, northern West Virginia has

a driver’s license, or in a digital database

become home to federal agency offices and research

— to verify their identity. His new company, Securlinx,

labs that are advancing biometrics businesses through

created the software and hardware that made West

partnerships. The National Biometrics Security Project

Virginia the first state in the nation to implement an

tests the new technology, and the Department of

early warning system for abducted children.

Defense’s Biometrics Fusion Center seeks battlefield

The fledgling firm is one of the state’s first compa-

applications. Down the road in Clarksburg, the FBI’s

nies to apply biometrics, a new field that goes beyond

Criminal Justice Information Services is developing

fingerprints to measure unique physical characteristics,

the world’s largest biometric database. At West Virginia

such as palm prints, voice patterns, and retina scans,

University, the Biometric Knowledge Center and the

to verify identity. Securlinx technology allows the state

Center for Identification Technology Research investi-

police to find a photo of a missing child in a current

gate automated systems for human identification.

archive of 95,000 school pictures and instantly trans-

Unlocking the potential of high-tech firms like

mit the digital image by Internet or cell phone to police

Hodge’s start-up requires an infrastructure completely

officers across the state, increasing the chances of

different from that of the extraction and manufactur-

safely recovering the child. Future applications extend

ing industries. The development effort requires years

to “any building with a security guard,” explains founder

of hard work and cooperation.

Hodge, who came home to West Virginia after a career

Marianne Clarke, Washington director of Battelle’s

with Hewlett-Packard. With twelve trademarks and a

Technology Partnership Practice, a well-respected

patent, he hopes to market three software applications

research organization, says success comes from three

this year.

elements: “technology, talent, and capital.”
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Barry Hodge’s new company,
Securlinx, created the
software and hardware that
made West Virginia the
first state in the nation to
implement an early warning
system for abducted children.
The start-up received help
from the West Virginia
High Technology Consortium
Foundation at the
I-79 Technology Park
(in background).




“You need a research base in industry or universities.

average of $25,288. With the highest median age in

That generates new knowledge and gives you oppor-

the country — 38.1 years — the aging state also pro-

tunities to commercialize,” explains Clarke. “Tech

duced fewer high school and college graduates.

companies locate where they find talented, educated

Thirty-four percent of residents lacked a high school

people. They need to access stages of capital, and ven

diploma, and only 12.3 percent held bachelor’s degrees,

ture capital investments are concentrated in regions.

compared with 20 percent of the nation as a whole.

And a lot of these issues are chicken and egg — they

Manufacturing and mining, the traditional well-paid

have to happen simultaneously.”

bulwarks of the state’s economy, had shrunk. Since

The requirements are daunting, but the payoff is
immense.

1977, manufacturing employment had declined by
half, from 20 to 10 percent of the state’s workers; mining, though employing a smaller share, had declined

The Quest for Better Jobs

even more, as it mechanized tasks and faced interna-

In 2000, the Benedum Foundation supported West

tional competition. Diversifying the state’s economy

Virginia Council on Community and Economic Develop

was vital.

ment’s launch of A Vision Shared, a broad-based effort

A Vision Shared zeroed in on the link between edu-

to picture the state’s economic future. Among four

cation levels and well-paying jobs. Evidence showed

broad areas of inquiry was diversifying the new

that high-salaried positions were more likely to be

economy. A subgroup examined the issue, beginning

found in technology industries, which require high

by analyzing West Virginia’s existing economic and

levels of education. In 2005, West Virginians in that

demographic challenges.

field earned $55,490, far above the state average.

During the 1990s, the state’s growth had lagged

High-tech jobs, generating demand for lab staff and

behind national averages. Annual per capita income

other personnel, are effective multipliers. Using bio-

was $18,724 in 1997, 35 percent below the national

science as an example, the Battelle Institute estimated
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As education levels climb, so do
incomes: West Virginians in high-

Higher rankings for West Virginia’s neighbors
showed more mature innovation efforts. Pennsylvania,

tech jobs earn over $55,000 a year,

Ohio, Virginia, Kentucky, and North Carolina had

well above the state average.

already poured billions of dollars into their programs.
The Vision Shared task force realized that the state
needed a long-term strategy and a coordinated effort.

that each new position in the field generates five more

Technology-Based Economic Development (TBED)

jobs. The state’s ability to retain and attract brain-

creates a climate where innovation can thrive. The

power is a piston of its economic engine.

group researched the connections among the major

In 2002, a national report card for state science

issues. A new name — TechConnect West Virginia —

and technology efforts showed how urgently the state

emphasized the group’s philosophy: to synchronize

would have to address business issues as well as edu-

those disparate activities and jump-start high-tech

cation. The Milken Institute, an economic think tank,

business.

analyzed six key indicators for high-tech business

More than 250 volunteers had participated in Vision

development: a tech-savvy workforce, sources of risk

Shared discussions. But making informed public policy

capital, regional concentrations of high-tech busi-

decisions meant sifting hundreds of options to find

nesses, research and development activity, and invest-

which industries offered the most promise for the state.

ment in human capital. Massachusetts and California,

Where could West Virginia place its best bets?

home to successful clusters of biomedical and microprocessing companies, topped the rankings; smaller
rural states with a shorter history of investment fell
near the bottom.
West Virginia ranked 48th.



platfo
Four Platforms, One Goal

Over the next six years, business leaders and policy
makers drilled down to find technologies and strengths,

asking outside analysts at Massachusetts Institute of
Technology and the Battelle Institute to help identify

areas that would extend technology strengths into
new businesses. These technology platforms would
cross disciplines and offer partnerships with national
federal laboratories, universities, and industries. “We
had a good idea of what our strengths were,” says Russ
10

Lorince, West Virginia University’s director of economic
development and chair of TechConnect West Virginia.
“What we needed was a thorough analysis of existing
economic data to validate those strengths.”
Noted economist Richard Lester of MIT, in a 2004
analysis, encouraged the state to build on its historic
strength: energy.
“By almost any measure, an attractive target for
upgrading as well as diversification is West Virginia’s
energy industry cluster,” Lester advised. “Several factors
point to the value of a long-term strategic focus on
upgrading the energy cluster, including [its] importance to the state’s economy today, the potential for
technological upgrading and diversification into related
products and services, and the certainty of strong
growth in the worldwide demand for fossil-based
energy systems and related environmental services.”
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rms
Advanced energy and energy technology
Chemicals and Advanced Materials
11

Identification, Security, and
Sensing Technology: A welcome newcomer
molecular diagnostics and nanotechnologies

platform:

Advanced energy and energy technology
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A

dvanced energy and energy technology

“If we become a leader in research and develop-

became the first of four platforms

ment of technologies for cleaner, safer mining and use

advanced by the Battelle Institute in

of coal, West Virginia can help solve a critical problem

its report prepared for Vision Shared’s

for the world, and greatly benefit our own economy in

technology-based economic develop-

the bargain,” argues Rick Remish, the executive direc-

ment task force and supported by the West Virginia

tor of Imagine West Virginia, a policy group. Remish

Development Office and the Benedum Foundation.

sees an opportunity in the current global energy crisis.

As Lester observed, energy technology looms as

“We should accept that responsibility aggressively.”

the premier global opportunity for innovation in the

New technology companies may emerge from a new

twenty-first century, embracing fields from power

collaboration among regional energy researchers.

New technology companies may emerge
from a new collaboration
among regional energy researchers.
transmission to mine safety. Coal provides more than

A consortium of three universities — Carnegie Mellon

half of the nation’s growing demand for electrical

University, the University of Pittsburgh, and West

power, and West Virginia exports half of the nation’s

Virginia University — will receive up to $26 million in

coal. Its vast reserves — an estimated 52 billion tons —

federal funding over the next two years to develop

assure a reliable energy supply and offer an oppor

clean and efficient technologies for carbon manage-

tunity to innovate.

ment, energy conversion, and new materials. The
project focuses the work of more than 75 scientists.
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In the College of Engineering
and Mineral Resources
at West Virginia University,
graduate research assistants
Abhijit Bhagavatula (left)
and Sreeja Madala load
a special chemical reactor
that converts coal
to synthetic crude oil.   

Drs. Edmond Derderian (left)
and Richard Gerkin of
PolyPlexx LLC view labs 
at MATRIC through a 
sample of the firm’s highly
impact-resistant polymer.

14
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platform:

Chemicals and Advanced Materials

A

second technology platform recom-

provided more than 13,000 jobs, and they were good

mended by Battelle is closely connected

ones: the average salary in the sector was over $66,000,

to energy. Relying on the regional

second only to financial services.

abundance of cheap fuels, advanced

The quest to keep world-class scientists gained

chemical and polymer manufacturing

urgency after Dow Chemical acquired Union Carbide

were well established in the Charleston and

in 2001. As the company began transferring research

Parkersburg areas. Chemical giant Union Carbide had

operations to Texas and Michigan, the region was in

attracted related businesses to the Kanawha Valley

danger of losing a highly talented workforce: more

The Mid-Atlantic Technology Research and
Innovation Center now employs 85 skilled workers
performing $23 million of research a year.
since 1917. In 1949, the company added a petrochemi-

than 1,000 engineers, scientists, and technicians, 400

cal research center in South Charleston.

of them Ph.D.’s, were released in the four years follow-

“You had not just one or two scientists, but hundreds

ing the merger.

of world-class scientists here in the Kanawha Valley,”

The Benedum Foundation supported a local magnet

says Brooks McCabe, the state senator who represents

to retain that talent. The Mid-Atlantic Technology

the region. “That drove Carbide’s profitability for fifty

Research and Innovation Center (MATRIC), founded

years and added tens of billions of  dollars to their

in 2003, was modeled on North Carolina’s successful

product mix. That’s what being a world-class leader in

Research Triangle Institute. Founded in 1959 among

research and development is: when you actually com-

Duke, North Carolina State, and the University of

mercialize your inventions to create sustained profit-

North Carolina, that successful venture now employs

ability and growth.” By 2002, chemical manufacturing

2,600 skilled workers performing $300 million of

15

research a year. The local economic development
agency embraced the MATRIC plan. Dow leased space
to the new venture, and university presidents and
community and corporate leaders joined the board
16

NG Innovations’ system to purify
water from natural gas wells
builds West Virginia’s expertise 
in energy technology.

of directors.
With an emphasis on three business areas (chemical
and environmental technologies, advanced engineering systems, and health and life sciences), MATRIC’s
goals mesh with the state’s.

“At the beginning, our four-year plan called for
14 employees. We now have 85,” says Parvez Wadia

MATRIC contracts with federal agencies and com-

proudly. The chief technology officer and executive

mercial companies for research; one example is its

vice president of MATRIC, Dr. Wadia joined the inno-

work for the National Energy Technology Lab to find

vation center after retiring as global technology direc-

new ways to extract carbon dioxide from coal-based

tor for Dow/Union Carbide. He notes that 90 percent

power plant emissions. MATRIC also developed a

of its $23 million in contracts comes from outside

cost-effective new product to prevent coal shipments

West Virginia.

from freezing during transport. Through a subsidiary,

Given the depth of expertise and market potential

MATRIC nurtures related start-up firms. Among prom

of the field, advanced materials and chemicals emerged

ising technologies are newcomer NG Innovations,

as a strong second state platform for growth.

which developed systems for removing salt and heavy
metals from the wastewater of coal operations and
natural gas wells, and PolyPlexx, whose bullet-resistant
clear polymer has attracted a second round of investor
funding and a contract from the Dahlgren Naval
Research Center.
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Intellectual
Infrastructure
West Virginia leaders agree 
with national policy makers on
the importance of pre-college
education in science, technology,
engineering, and mathematics.  
Improving performance in the
so-called STEM disciplines 
(the focus of the 2006 Foundation
report — see www.benedum.org,
Resources tab) among boys and
girls at the K–12 level underpins
university research that sparks
innovations.
West Virginia’s progress
under No Child Left Behind, 
the federal education reform
measure, has been measurable.
The reported performance of
state students in mathematics,
for example, has risen steadily:
76 percent were ranked
proficient in the subject in 2007,
compared with 67 percent in
2004. At the school level, the
number of schools making
adequate yearly progress in
graduation rates has risen 
from 89 to 94 percent over 
the same period.

But on more specific
measurements, West Virginia
lags behind the national
averages. Fewer West Virginia
high schoolers take advanced
placement courses in math and
science, and the percentages 
of those receiving scores of 3 
or higher — the general bench
mark to receive college credit 
for such courses — are also far
lower than average.
That number is likely to
change as students encounter
more experienced math and
science teachers in middle
school. The STEM Education
Coalition reports that 92 percent
of West Virginia’s middle school
science teachers, and 94 percent
of math teachers at that level,
have achieved certification in
those fields. Those figures are
substantially higher than the
national averages of 54 percent
and 49 percent respectively. 
At the high school level,
certifications among chemistry
and math teachers are also
much higher than average.

“I think you’ll find that
curricula that incorporate
problem-based learning
strategies are yielding significant
improvements in overall math
and science achievement,” 
says Dr. Stephen Kopp, presi
dent of Marshall University, 
who co-chairs the Intellectual
Infrastructure in the 21st
Century task force of Vision
Shared. Stronger high-school
preparation is qualifying more
students to participate in the
West Virginia Promise, which
provides scholarships to attend
West Virginia institutions for 
high school graduates with a 
3.0 grade average. In 2007, the
program paid 9,597 scholarships.
The proportion of high school
graduates enrolled in college
has grown to 58.3 percent.

17

platform:

Identification, Security, and
Sensing Technology: A welcome newcomer
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 C

hemical and energy companies took

and the FBI’s National White Collar Crime Center

advantage of the state’s natural resources.

located in the park, along with a dozen smaller high-

By contrast, biometrics could have taken

tech subcontractors. Estep says the federal tenants are

root anywhere.

important anchors for New Economy business devel

The science of verifying identity

opment, with critical needs for new information

through physical characteristics got a West Virginia

systems and software. The technology sector in north

address when the Federal Bureau of Investigation

central West Virginia now includes 18,000 jobs,

moved its Criminal Justice Information Services

clustered along the section of interstate marketed as

Division to Clarksburg in 1992. The state-of-the-art

the I-79 Technology Corridor.

facility houses the FBI’s fingerprint analysis and
related databases.

Federal plans for a $1 billion next-generation
fingerprint system offer the potential to concentrate

The technology sector in north central West Virginia
now includes 18,000 jobs,
clustered along the I-79 Technology Corridor.
“We now have the biggest biometrics repository

more subcontractors in the region. A plan for 19 million

in the world in Clarksburg,” says Jim Estep, presi-

federal employees to carry biometric ID, along with

dent and chief executive officer of the West Virginia

demand from financial and health care companies,

High Technology Consortium Foundation. Businesses

offers more momentum. At the same time, homeland

quickly followed. The FBI awarded a $400 million

security issues and the growing threat of identity theft

development contract to Lockheed Martin, now the

have spurred biometric business development, from

Foundation’s neighbor in the I-79 Technology Park.

identification solutions like Securlinx to voice recog-

Other federal agencies followed. NASA, NOAA (the

nition systems, retina scans, palm prints, ear prints,

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration),

and fingerprints.
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Dr. Chris Kolanko
is chief scientific officer of
EyeMarker, an emerging
company committed
to the commercialization
of innovative ocular
screening technology.

19

A simple scan of the pupil and retina
can diagnose exposure to toxins in

The selection of identification, security, and sensing

disasters or terrorist attacks.

technology as a third technology platform dovetails
with regional marketing efforts. The I-79 Development
Council markets the highway corridor to prospective
20

businesses, offering financing, tax credit, and infra-

last year’s Global Security Challenge, a worldwide

structure assistance.

competition for secure technology start-ups.

Like the state’s energy and advanced materials and

EyeMarker has already progressed through three

chemicals technology platforms, biometrics encour-

rounds of federal funding through Small Business

ages interdisciplinary research. One start-up applying

Innovation Research (SBIR) grants. The U.S. Depart

biometric data to medical diagnostics is EyeMarker

ment of Defense sees promise in EyeMarker for battle-

Systems, a four-person operation now housed in the

field triage. But Kolanko says that the technology

West Virginia University business incubator.

holds equal promise for diagnosing widespread

In an open cubicle on the sixth floor of WVU’s

chronic illnesses like high blood pressure and diabetes.

Chestnut Ridge Research Building, Chris Kolanko

“The end game is to commercialize the product, ” says

describes his brainchild — a gadget that can diagnose

Kolanko.

toxic exposure or chronic health conditions in the
blink of an eye.

The 45-year-old former naval officer intends to
keep EyeMarker close to WVU, where he earned his

Kolanko’s firm will soon market a device that can

degrees, including a doctorate. The university’s research

gauge exposure to four common poisons — nerve agents

corporation and its health sciences faculty have been

like sarin gas, cyanide, botulinum toxin, and carbon

important partners since he founded the company

monoxide — by briefly screening a victim’s pupils and

in 2001.

retina. With immediate applications in warfare or
toxic incidents, the invention made EyeMarker one of
the world’s five most promising security start-ups at
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Over the Border
in Pennsylvania
With a quarter-century history 
of technology-based economic
development efforts, Pennsylvania
provides a useful point of
comparison for West Virginia’s
efforts. The Commonwealth
founded its Ben Franklin
Technology Partnerships in 1983.  
Since 2001, the Benedum
Foundation has supported efforts
in Southwestern Pennsylvania 
to commercialize the research
efforts of local universities,
notably Carnegie Mellon University
and the University of Pittsburgh.  
Among the nonprofits receiving
Benedum help are the Idea
Foundry, which gives seed
funding for promising ideas 
in information technology; the
Technology Collaborative, a
merger of the Pittsburgh Digital
Greenhouse and the Robotics
Foundry; and, Innovation 
Works, the regional arm of 
the Ben Franklin program.

Innovation Works has
developed a multi-step funding
program for commercialization,
including grants and seed money
for start-ups. Since 1999, it has
invested $37 million in more 
than 100 start-ups. Its Innovation
Adoption Grant (IAG) Fund links
regional manufacturers to 
highly specialized scientists and
engineers for R&D projects. 
The fund targets companies in
distressed rural communities,
helping them to compete globally.
Taken as a group, the high
tech support groups have helped
attract major corporations like
Caterpillar, Google, Intel, and
Disney to Pittsburgh. Although
the region lags behind eastern
Pennsylvania, which has a more
mature biomedical technology
base, the state’s overall tech
record is improving. Pennsylvania
captured more than 200 SBIR 
grants in 2007.
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At Marshall University,
forensic biologist Karen
Williams participates 
in advanced DNA training.
Discoveries at the state’s
research universities 
create a springboard for 
new companies.
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platform:

molecular diagnostics and nanotechnologies

 E

yeMarker’s need to draw help from faculty

As NIH concentrates research on identifying bio-

researchers in several fields is a hallmark

markers for disease, new therapies and tools will follow.

of many fledgling tech ventures, and

That’s why molecular diagnostics, therapies, and drug

faculties have been increasing as available

delivery make a promising fourth technology platform

federal research dollars have skyrocketed.

for the state, complementing the other three.

Under new federal legislation, the National Science

Nanotechnologies (from nano, the Greek word for

Foundation, the National Institute of Standards and

dwarf) develop applications for microscopic materials

Technology, and the Department of Energy will double

one billionth of a meter (a nanometer) in length.

Between 2003 and 2006, WVU and
Marshall University received a total of $71.6 million
from the National Institutes of Health.
research spending over the next several years. Health-

By comparison, a human hair is between 50,000 and

related research now accounts for a third of all federal

100,000 nanometers. The recent invention of scan-

R&D spending; the National Institutes of Health receives

ning probe microscopes makes it possible to create

approximately $30 billion a year at present. (Between

images of individual atoms and molecules on the

2003 and 2006, WVU and Marshall University received

surfaces of materials and to physically direct their

a total of $71.6 million from the National Institutes

movement.

of Health.)
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WVU has launched a multi-disciplinary effort in

nanoscale science, engineering, and education. With
faculty from the departments of physics, pharmacy,
chemistry, biology, biochemistry, and engineering,
24

research explores everything from drug delivery systems to the superconductivity of carbon molecules.
“We’re trying to learn each other’s disciplines, language, and way of thinking,” says Pete Gannett, a WVU
professor of medicinal chemistry. Nanoscience has
promising ties to the state’s developing expertise in

Many innovations cross the traditional
boundaries of academic research, 

forensic science, nurtured by the Criminal Justice

fusing biology, nanotechnology, and

Information Center in Clarksburg. Existing forensics

information science in new applications.

and biometrics programs at WVU, Marshall University,
and Fairmont State University underline the synergy
among “bio-nano-info” research and start-ups.
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“Hopefully we will find researchers 
with experience in commercialization. 
But we need to make sure we also provide 
infrastructure for entrepreneurs.”
— Russ Lorince, chair, TechConnect West Virginia

TechConnect West Virginia concurred with the four
platforms recommended by Battelle.

Developing a cadre of researchers, both faculty and
grad students, increases the potential for new patents

“There is real evidence of commercial potential in

and discoveries that can be transferred into the com-

their research,” says Chair Russ Lorince. “Now, our

mercial arena. “Research and graduate enrollment go

challenge is to get leaders to take ownership.” By the

hand in hand,” says WVU’s Lorince. Existing resources

end of 2008, TechConnect will unveil a strategic plan

at the state’s two research universities leverage the

for investment in two of the four platforms. Specific

transition to the market. “Hopefully we will find

steps for encouraging advanced energy and energy

researchers with experience in commercialization.

technology and identification security and sensing

But we need to make sure we also provide infrastruc-

will be included.

ture for entrepreneurs.”
Technology transfer offices at WVU and Marshall

Funding Research and Technology Transfer

help universities and researchers protect their rights

Agile academics with experience in tech research are

to intellectual property while earning revenue from

in high demand, commanding top salaries at the

licenses to existing companies. Existing university

nation’s most prestigious universities. To stimulate

resources, from supercomputers to mass spectro

world-class academic research and spin-off opportu-

meters to graduate assistants, can leverage success.

nities, the state’s universities are investing heavily in

Both Marshall and West Virginia universities plan to

outstanding talent.

open research parks in the next few years.

Efforts to attract scholars were strengthened by

In partnership with the Huntington Area Develop

the passage of $50 million in legislative aid last year.

ment Corporation, Marshall has broken ground on a

Informally dubbed “Bucks for Brains,” the funds, to be

center that includes a high-tech business incubator

matched by universities, are earmarked to attract the

with lab-based space. “It’s critical to keep costs low for

nation’s best and brightest. The state is also matching

start-ups,” stresses John Maher, Marshall’s vice presi-

funds from the National Science Foundation’s EPSCoR

dent for research. “That allows them to do business

(Experimental Program to Stimulate Competitive

development without a lot of capital and provides a

Research) program to develop research infrastructure,

lot more than just office space.”

including faculty hiring, in states previously underserved by its research and development funding.
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The West Virginia High Technology Consortium

Securlinx, the biometrics software firm founded by

Foundation also offers incubator space, as does West

Barry Hodge, received $150,000 in seed capital from

Virginia University. “The incubator is such an asset,”

the High Tech Consortium’s INNOVA in 2005. That

says EyeMarker’s Kolanko. “We would need double

operating capital allowed the firm to showcase its

the staff to do what it helps with,” including account-

potential. The National Institute of Justice, an arm of

ing, market analysis, and information technology.

the Justice Department, awarded a grant to the High

Noting the supply of business incubators in West

Tech Consortium to develop Amberview, the state’s

Virginia, the recent Milken Institute rankings placed

alert program for missing children. Securlinx received

the state eighth nationally. The rankings also noted

the $145,000 subcontract to develop software. As the

that West Virginia was gathering speed in the rate at

company has expanded its product line, revenues have

which high-tech companies were formed: a respect-

grown. With its products used at the Super Bowl and

able thirteenth. In addition to universities, other busi-

in casinos, the small firm generated over $100,000 in

ness incubators, such as MATRIC and the West Virginia

revenues in 2007 and is on track for sales of $500,000

High Technology Consortium Foundation, have been

this year.

launched in non-academic settings. For both the par

To allow other firms to follow Securlinx’s lead, the

ents and the spin-offs, generating revenues is essential.

Benedum Foundation has funded the Consortium’s

“We can’t grow rapidly by simply doing contract

education efforts. INNOVA, working with the West

R&D activities,” says MATRIC’s Parvez Wadia. “The

Virginia Development Office, tutors small high-tech

growth engine will be the intellectual property, the

business all over the state to compete for federal grants

earnings from our spin-off companies, and our royalty-

through the Small Business Innovation Research

bearing technology licenses.”

Program (SBIR). This federal initiative pulls new firms

North on I-79, the High Tech Consortium is nurtur-

into the research and development efforts of eleven

ing other businesses. INNOVA, the commercialization

federal agencies and helps them bring prototypes to

arm of the Consortium, provides a three-legged stool

market. The number of SBIR awards is a useful bench-

of support for start-ups in its business incubator: busi-

mark for measuring high-tech development. In 2007,

ness basics, entrepreneurial training, and capital.

state companies submitted 61 proposals for funding
and won 8 grants, a 25 percent increase over the previous year.
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“We can have the best researchers 
out there, but other states will make the
fortunes from commercialization if we 
don’t develop our venture capital.”
— State Senator Brooks McCabe

Seed Money for Start-Ups

In an effort to encourage private venture capitalists

Grant money is good, but venture capital, say entre-

to invest in the state, West Virginia distributed a pool

preneurs, is critical. Unproven technologies can’t move

of $25 million to firms (excluding the Jobs Investment

ahead without early funding. But the pool of funds

Trust). But most early start-ups can’t qualify for the

available for high-risk endeavors is small, both nation-

seven-figure investments preferred by established

ally and within the mountain state. The national Milken

venture capital firms, which demand mature business

Rankings emphasized the funding gap. While the num

plans. New entrepreneurs need individual risk-takers.

ber of high-tech business starts were promising, West

These so-called angel investors place individual bets

Virginia lagged in venture capital, ranking 37th of 50

on new ideas. While the state has a number of active

states. Addressing the gap is a priority for tech leaders.

angels, many high-tech leaders acknowledge the need

“We can have the best researchers out there, but

for regional angel networks. Formed locally, these

other states will make the fortunes from commercial-

informal groups of accredited investors can pool their

ization if we don’t develop our venture capital,” says

money to address the seed-funding gap.

Brooks McCabe, the state senator who has participated in the state’s Vision Shared process.

The I-79 Development Council will launch an
informal angel investor network statewide. President

The West Virginia Job Investment Trust is an alter-

Bob McLaughlin says the effort could attract several

native source for venture capital. Created by the state

million dollars from individuals for projects around

in 1992, the Trust has used $26 million to fund 30

the state.

deals worth $34 million. Proceeds from successful
deals return to the fund.
“We’ve always targeted deals between $100,000 and
$500,000,” said Richard Ross, recently retired executive director of the Trust. “We’ve migrated away from
seed investment.”

Venture capital “clearly needs a jump-start from
the state,” says Brooks McCabe. But he cautions that
public attitudes also need a jump-start, to encourage
entrepreneurs to succeed — and fail.
“Thus far, we lack an entrepreneurial culture. We
don’t tolerate spending public money for a mistake,
and we’re unforgiving of mistakes in the marketplace.
That’s a completely different environment than what
you find in Massachusetts or Silicon Valley. It’s one of
the most important issues we need to address.”
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EyeMarker’s Chris Kolanko knows trial-and-error

When an equity investment group in northern

firsthand. His firm demonstrates how university

Virginia offered EyeMarker a $2 million cash infusion,

research, technology transfer, capital, and experienced

Kolanko made a difficult decision. He gave up majority

management work together to help new tech firms

ownership in the firm and allowed the group to bring

achieve liftoff.

in a new business team. “It’s been an adjustment,” he

In 2001, Kolanko approached WVU about hosting

admits. “I’m not as involved in business decisions, but

the research and development functions for his

I can focus completely on the end users.” He intends to

Maryland firm. But the company’s founder died, and

keep the firm in West Virginia, despite the challenges

the company folded. Then, WVU’s tech transfer officer

of financing and taxes.

suggested that Kolanko could license technology
developed by faculty member Dr. Vernon Odom.

What, then, keeps this Mountaineer innovator on
the move?

EyeMarker landed $250,000 in feasibility grants, and

“I’ve got a darn good product, and I know I have a

a small group of private investors took a $250,000

market for it,” he says with a grin. “I’d rather have

equity position in the firm. When a second round of

a small piece of something big, and I’d like to see it

federal defense research grants funded promising

happen here.”

prototypes, Kolanko needed even more funds.
Grant money “is never enough to do the finer
details,” says Kolanko. “What kind of approvals will
we need from the Food and Drug Administration?
How do we protect our intellectual property? Patent
lawyers are expensive.”
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